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Jean Sibelius: «Music begins where the possibilities of language end»
The International Culture Association in Turku in collaboration with
Finnish company SEM Consulting as well as The Union of Russian
Composers invites singers and musicians from all over to celebrate
a festival of music JSFest. Come and join us in Turku and celebrate
with us this international festival of choral, vocal and instrumental
music! Every year in November we welcome again the participants
from all over the world for the International Competition, dedicated
to Jean Sibelius. The JSFest concept includes the Competition as the main part of
the event but also allows concerts and manifold encounters between the participants.
Participants from around the globe will again have the chance to discover the beauty
of the Northern country, combined with an international music event, dedicated to
Sibelius. All concert and competition venues as well as accommodations and other
event locations in Turku are situated within walking distance. Here participants will
meet, celebrate, play music and sing together and get to know other nations and their
traditions.
One of the most important things for the artist and his heirs: keeping up the musical
spirit. Following this intension, I would like to warmly welcome you to our festival
JSFest. With all my heart, I wish all participants a beautiful, inspiring and successful
time in Turku! Take a chance on the opportunity to get to know new people and
continue together with us the musical tradition of Jean Sibelius! Good luck at the
competition! I hope and I wish that you can show your best performance. I wish
all competitors, organizers and supporters but above all the audience an exciting
competition!
President of the International Culture Association in Turku, Finland
Svetlana Myhkyrä

«Jean Sibelius is one of those composers who express the
character of the Finnish people by their music truthfully and
effortlessly», wrote the critic K. Flodin about the remarkable
Finnish composer in 1891. The creativity of Sibelius is not only
a bright page in the history of the music culture of Finland, but
his popularity as a composer has reached far beyond his native
land. His most prosperous creative period was between the end
of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century —
a time of growing national liberation and revolutionary
movements in Finland. At the time, the small state was a part
of the Russian Empire and tested by the moods of an epoch of
social changes preceding a storm. It is remarkable that in Finland, as well as in
Sibelius composed in various genres. He wrote seven symphonies, symphonic
poems, three orchestral suites, a concert for a violin with an orchestra, two
string quartets, piano quintets and trios, chamber vocal and instrumental works,
music and drama performances, but his greatest talent lay in symphonic music.
In Finland Sibelius played and plays an important role: he is recognized as the
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NOMEDA KAZLAUS, international opera diva
diva, one of th
the most outstanding Lithuanian opera sopranos of
the contemporary generation of singers; laureate of four internartional singing competitions; TV host;
vocal professor; jury chair and member of many international competitions, winner of the Lithuanian
Ministery of Culture Young Artist 2007 award. She is author and host of the „Skambantys pasauliai su
Nomeda Kazlaus” (The Ringing Worlds with Nomeda Kazlaus) talk show series at the Lithuanian National
TV where she interviews world-famous music personalities like Montserrat Caballe, Christoph
Eschenbach, Sarah Brightman, Dmitri Hvorostovsky, Sasha Walz etc. N.Kazlaus is a chair of Eurovision
National Jury in Lithuania (2016); chair of Lithuanian national singers‘ competition named after V.
Jonuskaite-Zauniene; chair of „Music Talent League” (2016); jury member of the „Golden Voice“. She is a
founder of the international annual vocal and stage acting masterclasses in Lithuania Nomeda Kazlaus’
Summer Academy of Vocal and Acting Techniques (the project started as PALANGA SUMMER ACADEMY ’PALANGOS VASAROS AKADEMIJA’); author of singing master classes at the Lithuanian Music and Theater
Academy (2014). N.Kazlaus is as frequent a guest on some of the most prestigious European theatre and
concert stages, international festivals as she stars in international productions. She has been performing
along a 20th century opera legend Montserrat Caballe since 2000. International reviewers describe the
singer as being gifted with an impressive and powerful voice of rich and vibrant color, vast range,
exceptional musicality, perfect pitch on every register, emotional precision, enchanting acting and
personal charm.
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Graduated from the Vocal and Acting Faculty
l at Karoll Lipiński Music Academy in Wrocław. Was a soloist at the State
Opera in Wrocław, the Grand Theatre - National Opera in Warsaw, the Roma Music Theatre in Warsaw and the Vienna
Chamber Opera. Has won awards at many vocal competitions. Has performed at such theatres as: Operhaus in
Leipzig, Grand Theatre and Musical Theatre in Łódź, Musical Theatre in Wrocław; has also performed on such
renowned stages as: Gewandhaus in Leipzig, Munich Philharmonic, Vienna Konzert Haus, Vienna Hofburg, Tonhalle
in Zurich, Kurhaus in Wiesbaden, Brno Philharmonic, National Philharmonic in Warsaw and others. Has travelled to
Switzerland, Austria, Australia, Belgium, former Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Holland, Japan, France, Italy, Russia and
Norway. Has made recordings for Polish Television, Polish Radio, Austrian Television ORFF. Has recorded albums in
Austria (Wiener Konzert Haus - Recital), France (Requiem by W. A. Mozart, Requiem by H. Berlioz), Poland (Opera
Arias and Songs, Liturgia Domestica Op. 79 by A. T. Gretchaninov) and Germany (Die Grosse Johann Strauss Gala).
Was the Chief and Artistic Director of the Karkonosze Music Festival in Karpacz, the "Szprotawskie Divertimenta"
Vocal Festival and Workshops in Szprotowa. Currently, Artistic Director of the International Jan Kiepura Vocal
Competition in Krynica-Zdrój, Chief and Artistic Director of Halina Halska Fijałkowska International Vocal
Competition in Wrocław and the Festival of Vienna Music in Szczawno-Zdrój, Artistic Director of the National Vocal
Competition in Mława, as well as Artistic Director of Jan Kiepura Festival in Krynica-Zdrój. Conducts many courses
and vocal workshops, academic seminars, among others in Wrocław and Kraków. Member of many vocal
competition juries in Poland and abroad. Participant of international programmes (e.g. Norway 2017, 2018 /
Trondheim University). Three-times recipient of the Austrian Government’s scholarship at Hochschule für Musik
und Darstellende Kunst, the University of Vienna (1996/97, 1997/98) and Universität für Musik in Vienna (1998/99).
Awarded the title of Professor of Art pursuant to a decision of the President of the Republic of Poland of 17.02.2015.
Additionally, completed post-graduate studies at the Wrocław School of Banking at the Faculty of Corporate
Finance Management, and completed opera studies in Bolzano (Italy). In 2017, was awarded by the President of the
Republic of Poland Andrzej Duda with a silver medal for his multi-annual service, and received a golden badge for
his work for the development of the city of Wrocław from the Society of Wrocław Friends. In September 2018,
received a prestigious award – "Merito de Wratislavia - Meritorious for Wrocław" commemorative medal.
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Elena Ryazantseva (Russia) is the
h classical
l
l singer, the actress, the teacher of the highest
qualification category. She graduated from the graduate school of the Russian University of
theatre arts (GITIS), also she was teaching there. Elena worked as the editor of the popular and
music programs on TV. Now she is the teacher of vocal and the head of the theatre of singing
"The Stars", giving the lessons and master classes according to her own complex system of
training of academic vocal, she has also methodological works and publications of scientific
materials. Elena is a memberof jury of various vocal competitions in Russia and abroad.
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Born in 1975 he had his classic studies with
h high achievement in pianoforte
pia
at the Music School of Fiesole, ancient music at the
Accademia Filarmonica Romana and Conducting of Lyric Opera at the Accademia Filarmonica of Bologna. M. Marziali has received
first prizes in many national and international piano competitions, among these “ J. S. Bach” in Sestri Levante and “Città di Stresa
International Piano Competition”. For more than12 years principal prompter, repetitor and assistant conductor at the Puccini
Festival of Torre del Lago and around the world (Verdi Theatre of Pisa, Goldoni of Livorno, Giglio of Lucca, Donizetti of Bergamo,
Avignone's Opera in France, Opera Australia in Melbourne, NHK in Tokyo, “Luciano Pavarotti” in Modena, Palma de Maiorca's
Opera, Teatro Campoamor of Oviedo etc) M. Marziali has collaborated with the most famous singers such as Placido Domingo,
Raina Kabaivanska, Katia Ricciarelli, Daniela Dessì and Fabio Armiliato, Nicola Martinucci, Patrizia Ciofi, Norma Fantini, Stefania
Bonfadelli etc. He was also assistant conductor of Alberto Veronesi, Kery Lynn Wilson, Roberto Tolomelli, Antonio Pirolli, Massimo
de Bernart, Andrea Licata. Due to his very broad experience he is one of the most appreciated accompanists and vocal coaches for
lyric singers coming from all of the world to study with him . He organizes and teaches in lots of Masterclasses with famous singers
and artistic directors (like Stefania Bonfadelli, Cristina Park and Marco Balderi, Franco Trinca, Gundula Hintz etc ). Some of his
masterclasses were at the Music School Ariadimusica in Roma with Stefania Bonfadelli, at the PLFM Contest in Tallinn, at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, in Roma, Lucca, Gubbio and Andria with Cristina Park and M. Marco Balderi, at the Rahmaninov
School in St. Petersburg, in Helikon Opera and Lemeshev School in Moscow etc. He conducted Tosca at the Verdi Theatre in
Firenze, various lyric recitals in Tuscany and around Italy and La Boheme at the historical Rinnovati Theatre in Siena. In the summer
2013 he conducted Traviata in Monteriggioni (Siena) at the Openair Summer Festival “La Lirica al Castello”, his very successful and
innovative productions, with the direction of Alberto Paloscia (artistic director of the Goldoni Theatre of Livorno). In november
2014 he conducted Aida in tournèe in the most important theaters of Netherlands in a very prestigious production with the
direction of Francesco Bellotto (artistic director of the Donizetti Theatre of Bergamo). Between his recent successes he conducted
Boheme at the Openair Festival of Casole d'Elsa and Butterfly at the Verdi Theater of Casciana Terme (Pisa) with great rewies in the
most important Opera Magazines (Opera, Operaclick, etc .) Due to his important experience he founded the Lyric Agency Musikos,
one of the most successful new realities of the International Lyric Management with contracts and artists in all of the world. M.
Marziali is often in the judging panels of some of the most important italian International Competitions like “Martinelli Pertile” in
Montagnana (Padova), “Marcella Pobbe” in Vicenza, “Federico II” in Andria (Bari), “La Fenice Competition” in Seravezza (Lucca),
“Martinelli-Pertile's Prize” in Vicenza, International Competition “Citta’ di Lanciano”, “Rahmaninov Competition” in St. Petersburg,
“PLMF Contest” in Tallin, “International Competition T.O.S.C.A.” in Andora (Savona), International Competition Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, “Citta’ di Firenze”, “Giovan Battista Rubini” in Romano di Lombardia (Bergamo) etc . In 2020/2021 during the pandemic
period he partecipated in the online Jury of the Competitions Lemeshev from Moscow and Olga Sosvnoskaya from Krasnodar in
Russia conducting also very succesfull online masterclasses.
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Aida Arslanovna Gainanova is a known teacher, singer, performing works by Russian and Western
composers, preferably composers of the Baroque, and modern composers. Associate Professor of
Opera singing of the Russian State Specialized Academy of Arts and the teacher of the State musical
College. Music work experience is about 40 years. A great connoisseur of music by composers of
Baroque and Early Classicism. Very carefully working on all the strokes, featuring the instrumental
and vocal voices, the subtlety of good breathing jet. She's a musicologist in his first specialty,
Laureate of International competitions, has trained a large number of performers for theatres and
concert halls of Russia and abroad. Many of them are Laureates of International and all-Union
competitions, have honorary titles of National and Honored artists of Russia and the Republics.
Aida Arslanovna has the title of Honored worker of culture of the Republic of Tuva. She has been
awarded honorary diplomas of the Ministry of Culture of Russia, signed by Vladimir Medinsky.
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Igor Borko is a Ukrainian opera singer (lyric tenor), People's Artist of Ukraine, laureate of international competitions,
since 2001 - the leading soloist of the Taras Shevchenko National Opera of Ukraine. He graduated from the Kiev
Pedagogical Institute. A.M. Gorky (Faculty of Music 1982), later graduated from the State Conservatory named. P.
Tchaikovsky (class of the People's Artist of the USSR and Ukraine K.D. Ognev in 1998). Has taken part in master classes
by Renata Faltin (Berlin School of Music [de]) and Fiorella Kramen-Forte (soloist of La Scala Theater).
The singer is a laureate of numerous international competitions: 2nd prize and a special prize of the Czech Radio in the
competition named after. E. Destinova (Czech Republic - 1996), Special Diploma of the Competition. F. Vinyasa (Spain
- 1997), special prize among tenors at the competition of opera singers in the city of Marmande (France, Aquitaine 1997), 2nd prize and a concert at Carnegie Hall (USA) at the prestigious competition. In Bellini (Italy, Ragusa - 1999)
Grand Prix of the Grand International Tenors Tournament (Poland - 2003) Laureate of the O.Bilash Art Prize (2017)
He began his operatic career at the Odessa Academic Opera and Ballet Theater. He sang on stages: Boston Opera
(USA), Wichita Grand Opera (USA), Hebe Concert (Netherlands), Luxor Theater (Rotterdam) , National Opera of Japan
(Tokyo), "State Opera Prague" (Czech Republic), National Opera of Romania (Bucharest), "Opera Cluj" (Romania),
Theater "El Jardi" (Spain), Palace of Congresses de Huesca (Spain), Opera ba Zamku (Szczecin, Poland), Naples
Philharmonic (USA), St. Petersburg State Philharmonic named after D. Shostakovich, theaters in Russia, Moldova,
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, etc.
In the repertoire of Igor Borko, the roles of: Nemorino ("Love Potion" by G. Donizetti) Duke ("Rigoletto" by G. Verdi)
Faust ("Faust" by C. Gounod) Rudolph ("La Bohème" by G. Puccini) by the Italian singer ("Chevalier of Roses" , R. Strauss)
Nadir (“Pearl Seekers” by J. Bizet) Lensky (“Eugene Onegin” by P. Tchaikovsky) Berendey (“Snow Maiden by M. Rimsky
Korsakov),“ Requiem ”by J. Verdi, Requiem by V. A. Mozart, "Te Deum" G. Berlioz, Symphony 9 and Meca Solemnis by L.
Van Beethoven, "Stabat Mater" A. Dvorak, "Bells" by Rachmaninoff and others.
He took part in well-known international music festivals and state events, spoke to the delegates of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe, where, together with the official delegation, he represented Ukraine (1995, in
Strasbourg), the days of Ukrainian culture in Russia, China.
Igor Borko has performed in the USA, Canada, the Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Germany, France, Denmark, Italy,
Japan, China, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Poland, Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan.
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Josephine Polim is an Indonesian-born Soprano. She holds Master of Music Degrees in Voice
Performance and Collaborative Piano from The University of Akron in Ohio, United States.
She earned her Bachelor of Music Degree in Classical Music, majoring in Piano Performance from
the UCSI University in Kuala Lumpur. She has won several competitions, such as the Sixth Annual
James Tannenbaum Memorial Scholarship Competition, Tuesday Musical Scholarship
Competition, and Malaysian Youth Orchestra Festival Diploma Voice Category. As an active
performer, she has appeared and performed in several countries such as the United States,
Australia, South Korea, Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, and has performed wide
range of music from baroque to contemporary literature.
Josephine has taught at Malone University and also served as Staff Accompanist at Malone
University and Malone Opera Theater, The University of Akron Opera Lyric Theater, and Nordonia
High School. In addition, she worked with the Vocal Arts Program at Interlochen Center for the
Arts in as a Vocal Coach and Collaborative Pianist. Currently, she serves as the head of voice area
at Universitas Pelita Harapan and the president/initiator of Indonesian Voice Association, a
non-profit organization for the voice user community in Indonesia. She actively gives
masterclasses and workshops to raise the awareness of vocal health in the Indonesian
community.
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Education: 1990-1995 D. Arakishvili Musical School Choral Conduct Faculty; 1995-2001 Tbilisi State Conservatoire Vocal Faculty
Work experience:
Since 2020 Tbilisi V. Srajishvili conservatoire-vocal teacher; Since 2011 Kutaisi M. Balanchivadze Opera Theatre soloist; Since
2002 Tbilisi V. Srajishvili conservatoire opera studio soloist; Since 1998 Tbilisi Z. Faliahsvili Opera and Ballet Theatre soloist;
1998-2000 Batumi Opera and Ballet Theatre soloist;
Master classes:
P. Burchuladze. B. Maisuradze. V. Brendeli. L. Baumani. F. Havlata.
Took an active part: at Academic and Government Concerts (more than 150) Opera performances (more than 200);
International Festivals as in Georgia as abroad: “Autumn Tbilisi” Georgia; “Gut imling” Munchen, Germany; “Rishion Lecion”
Israel; “Israel Musical Festival”; Shaliapin 26th International Festival; Batumi Musical Festival; Telaviv-Israeli Opera, first
performance of DJ.Verdi”Macbett”(banquo)2016. On tour was in: Russia. Israel, Switzerland, Baltic States; He has taken part in
the first World Opera Staging (performance) in the first premiere 13 J. Peri, Ephridike- “Euridice Pluton”; He took part in the
charitable play “Aida” with the world famous mezzo-soprano Dolora Zakij; in February 2015 – With Carmen Giannatassio,Arturo
Chacon Cruz , Nino Surguladze and maestro Gianluca Marciano in Beiruth All Bustan music festival sang Oroveso in Norma. Was
a partner of such grandees as P. Buchuladze, B. Maisuradze, L. Ataneli, G. Gagnidze, N. Machaidze, A.Rachvelishvili, Mikraideri,
K. Giannatassio, Arturo Chacon-Cruz, Nino Surguladze, Lucio Gallo, Maria Piscitelli, Gaston Rivero, Ricardo Zanelatto. Worked
with conductors: J. Kakhidze, G. Marciano. Z. Azmaifarashvili, G. Chichinadze, R. M. Boemi, S. Okacu.
Repertoire:
Peri - “L Euridice” pluton; J.S. Bach - Cantata BWV 82, “Ich habe genug”; F.I. Hayoln - Oratorum “jahreszeiten” basso; W.A.Mozart
- “Requem” Basso, “Die Zauberflote” Sarastro, “Bastien und Bastienne” Colas; “Le nozze di Figaro” Don Bartolo, “Don Giovanni”
Mazetto, Leporello, If Comendatore; G.Donizetti -“L’elisir d’amore” Dulcamara, “Lucia di Lammermoor” ; Raimondo Bidebant,
“Don Pasquale” Don Pasquale; O. Nicolai - “Die lustigen Weiber von Windsor” Falstaf; G. Rossini - “Il Barbiere di Siviglia” Don
Basilio, “Stabat Mather” Bass; C. Orff -“Die kluge” Peasant; G.Gounod -“Faust” mefistofel; A.Boito - “Mefistofele” mefistofel;
G.Verdi - Requem Basso, “Nabucco” Zaccaria, “Ernani “ Conte di Silva, “Attila” Attila, “Luisa Miller” Walter, “Macbeth” Banquo,
“Rigoletto” Monterone, Sparafucile,“Il Trovatore” Ferando, “Un ballo in maschera” Tom, Silvano,“La forza del destino” padre
Guardiano,calatrava, “Don Carlo” Filippo, Il Grande Inquisitore,”Aida”- Ramfis, Faraon; G.Puccini – “Tosca” IL Sacrestano,
“Madama Butterfly” bonzo, “Gianni Schicchi” Betto, Simone; V. Bellini -“Norma” Oroveso; Tchaikovsky, “Eugeni Onegin” Gremin,
“Iolanta” King Rene; S. Rachmaninoff – “Aleko” Aleko, Old Gipsy; Z. Paliashvili - “Abesalom and Eteri ” King Abio, “Daisi” Tsangala,
“Latavra” King Engicher”; V. Dolidze -“Keto and Kote” - Makari

Contestants of the Ninth International
JSFest Vocal Competition
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Semiokhina Ekaterina. 11 years old. Ekaterina is a fifth-year student of the Krasnogorsk Children's
Music School named after AA Nasedkin, Krasnogorsk, Moscow Region, in the academic vocal class.
Laureate of the 1st degree of the Competition of solo academic singing "Young Vocalist" 2021.
(Istra, Moscow region)
Laureate of the 1st degree of the VI International Children and Youth Competition of Academic
Solo Singing of Galina Alekseevna Pisarenko 2021. (N. Novgorod)
Laureate of the 1st degree of the school vocal show jumping "And the voice sounded so wonderful" in the nomination "Academic singing", 2021. (Krasnogorsk, Moscow region)
Diplomant at the XVIII International Competition for Young Vocalists for the Olga Sosnovskaya
Prize 2019. (St. Petersburg)
Ekaterina is interested in studying modern dance, ballet and foreign languages. She enjoys painting and visiting theaters.
Her favorite opera is The Magic Flute of Mozart.
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Madina is 8 years old.
She has been singing since she was 3 years old, when she firstly performed with children's songs.
She has various interests in different spheres, takes a part in theatrical performances, plays piano,
loves classical music.
With the help of her professor Elena Ryazantseva, she has been preparing for children's
performances; many times she won the prizes. Madina devotes all her victories to her family.
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Daria is a student of St. Petersburg DSHI named after Mravinsky. Daria Yakubchik is studying at the
music school named after Mravinsky from the age of 7.
From early childhood, she showed herself as a very musically gifted child with an excellent musical
ear and memory, a sense of rhythm, good vocal skills.
In addition, she has always had an emotional and sensual experience of music, a subtle perception
of it.
Daria Yakubchik is an excellent student at the general education school "STUDIUM".
The most favorite thing for her has always been vocal classes. She has repeatedly become a
laureate of various international competitions in academic vocal.
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Kai Ying loves to sing since she is young. She started to have a proper singing class at 9 years old.
She participated in a few competitions and won a few prizes in both National and International
Competitions.
2021
Malaysia Folk Song Festival – Category Winner
Voices in Bloom international Virtual singing competition (Folk/Western Art song) – Gold Diploma
with 2nd placing
Voices in Bloom International Virtual Singing Competition (Musical/Disney/Movie theme) – Gold
Diploma with 4th placing
Malaysia Choral Eisteddfod (MCE) – Patriotic solo singing competition - Gold
Malaysia Choral Eisteddfod (MCE) – Virtual Choir Competition - Gold
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I’m Jane Callista, a 13 year old singer-songwriter from Indonesia. I love singing,
dancing, and I am a huge musical theatre enthusiast. I started singing when I was 5
years young, and I have gathered up a lot of experience performing onstage. I have
taken roles in musicals, such as “The Sound of Music” by London West End Original
Production in 2017, and I have been chosen to play the lead role in local productions. I
am an active performer in the world of musical arts, and I have released many of my
self-written songs – both in my native language and in English language. I am so
grateful that the songs I wrote have been acknowledged as Highly-Commended Song in
the “Young Songwriter International Competition” based in the UK, 2020. I will continue
to work in the world of performing arts, and I wish to be an inspiration to many.
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Viktoria is a pupil of the 8th grade of the choir department at the Children's Art School named after
P. A. Serebryakova in St. Petersburg
Laureate of All-Russian and International competitions and festivals: "Little Mozart" (2018), "Voice of
Youth" (2018), "Tsarskoye Selo" (2018/2019, 2020), "Primorskaya Star" (2019), M. M.
Ippolitova-Ivanova (2019), "St. Petersburg Art Assemblies" (2019), "Winter's Tale" (2020), "Petersburg
Spring" (2020), Competition for the prize of the E. Obraztsova Cultural Center (2020), "Nota Vepe"
(2020), Laureate of the IV open regional competition of vocal art "Young Vocalist" (2020), Laureate of
the XII International Competition named after A.G. Rubinstein (2020), awarded Diploma of the XIX
International Competition for Young Vocalists Olga Sosnovskaya (2020), Diploma of the
International Competition "St. Petersburg in the Mirror of World Musical Culture" (2020), Laureate of
the IV International children's and youth competition of academic solo singing G. A. Pisarenko
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Diploma of the Young Citizen of Sochi (2020.)
Annual International Award in the field of the performing arts "ART OPEN WORLD" 1st prize (2020)
Sixth International Competition with the support of the Vladimir Spivakov International Charitable
Foundation "The Magic of Sound" 1st prize (2020)
Ninth International Vocal Competition named after I. Dunaevsky 1st prize (2020)
International vocal competition "Star Rhapsody" 1st prize (2021)
The first international competition with the support of the Magic of Sound Foundation for Young
Talents "Primavera Magica" 1st prize (2021)
Seventh Landa International Academic Singing Competition 1st prize (2021)
The third All-Russian competition of vocal and instrumental art for the prize of the E. Obraztsova
Cultural Center - 1st prize (2021)
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Polina is 14 years old, she is a student of a vocalic department.
During her studying in Elena Ryazantseva's vocal class, she had been won many contest prizes in
children's vocal and theatrical competitions and festivals in Russia, Belarus, Finland, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Turkey, Georgia.
Polina graduated from the musical school for children N1 in Stavropol in 2020 (violin).
Polina passed the selection and was qualified to take a part in the project Art Studio "Vladimir
Spivakov's Academy", where she attended the lessons of famous and renowned musicians from
Russia and far abroad countries. Polina desires to devote her life to the musical theatre.
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Vladimir Denshikov from Stavropol, Russia, is 12 years old.
Vladimir often performs on stage, he is fond of music, that is why he is admitted to being one of the
best students in vocal direction. He also plays guitar and trumpet.
Vladimir likes to participate in concerts and vocal competitions. He is a leader of the children's
theatre of vocal music "Zvezdny", where he always plays key roles in musical performances.
He took part many times in tv and radio programmes. He has got more than 20 diplomas and
Honours.
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Shreya Ghoshal is 14 years old and currently residing in Malaysia. She is taking vocal lessons
from Gynger Soh who is known for her mellifluous voice and singing agility at Young Choral
Academy for the last 5 years and over the years, she has entered many singing competitions
and she has also won prizes in most of them. Some of these achievements include the First
prize at Golden Classical Music Award (2021) and getting an opportunity to debut in Carnegie
Hall in New York (2022), First Prize winner at the Salzburg Grand Prize Virtuoso awards (2021),
Platinum Award for the Quebec music competition (2021) and many more. Apart from singing
she likes to play saxophone and piano. She believes music always brings happiness and
positive vibes to everyone beside her. She will continue to fill up everyone's life with music and
love. In addition to music, she strives to be an active contributor to community and school.
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Soo Yu Yan started her individual vocal training at the age of eight under the tutelage
of Ms. Gynger Soh. In 2021, Yu Yan competed in Canadian International Music Competition
as 1st Prize (Voice) Platinum Medal and “Golden Classical Music Awards” International
Competition as 2nd prize winner.
She started her choir journey at 5 with the Kuala Lumpur Children’s Choir at Young Choral
Academy. As a chorister, she has travelled and participated in numerous choral
performances, competitions, and festivals and was a featured soloist on a few occasions.
Yu Yan also takes drum, and piano lessons.
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Julia has been creative since birth. She took music, ballet, drawing classes. She studied ballet for 7
years in Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre. She's been studying academic vocal in Balys
Dvarionas decennary music school since she was 9. She is the winner of several international vocal
competitions in Lithuania, Italy, USA, Latvia, Kazakhstan and Spain. Her greatest ambition is to
become an opera singer and work in an opera house.
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A male Indonesian teen, 16, Straightforward,
quite a hysterical drama queen,
a boisterous loud singer capable of being heard
in the school corridors, and is piano/classical fanatique.
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Levon Avakyan started his musical career at the age of 8. He graduated from music school with a
degree in vocal art. He took part in many music competitions, in the nominations for vocals and
choral performance. After leaving school, he entered the Gnessin School at the Department
Academic Singing. He can play two musical instruments (piano and guitar). His favorite sudject is
solfeggio.
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My name is Ksenia Ivanova, I live in Moscow. When I was eight my parents took me to the Bolshoi
Theatre, "Tosca" by Giacomo Puccini. Since that I had a dream to sing opera arias. I listened to theme
and tried to understand what type of voice I had. Anyway the Russian diva Elena Obraztsova was the
greatest for me.
When I was fourteen I started to take academic vocal lessons. Soon I became the second
prizewinner of the international competition. In 2021 I got into the music college named by Michael
Ippolitov-Ivanov in Moscow, academic vocal faculty.
These days I have to study and perform a box in my college and at different concerts. There are
musical compositions of Handel and others in my repertoire, also barocco music. In future I want to
perform in the greatest music theaters, such as the Вolshoi Theatre, La Scala.
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Natalia Andreitseva, 15 years old., a student of the Children's Musical Choral School "Solovushka" in
Neryungri of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), takes an active part in the socio-cultural life of
Neryungri and the district, in various concert programs as a soloist, and a member of the senior
concert choir of the DMHSH "Solovushka". In the nomination "Academic singing" she became the
winner of the II degree of the Republican contest "New Names of Yakutia" (Yakutsk, January 2018);
the winner of the II degree of the 40th International Festival - competition "CHORUS INSIDE" (Rome,
Italy, December 2019).
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Katilov Fedor is 16 years old. He is a theater and film actor. He has starred in over 20 films. Fedor has
taken part in the performances of the St. Petersburg Theater of Musical Comedy, St. Petersburg
Opera, Mariinsky Theater, LDM Theater New Stage, St. Petersburg Music Hall, St. Petersburg MDT
Blue Bird. He has been studying academic vocal since the age of 6. Laureate of international
competitions.
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Mykhailo Tarnavsky, 2nd year student,
Department of Opera Singing
National Music Academy of Ukraine named after P. I. Tchaikovsky
Teacher: Ihor Mykolayovych Borko (born June 11, 1961) is a Ukrainian opera singer (lyrical tenor),
People's Artist of Ukraine, winner of international competitions.
Mykhailo Ivanovych Tarnavsky, was born on August 16, 2001, in the village of Kamyanka, Ternopil
region, Pidvolochysk district.
From 2007 to 2016 he studied at Kamyanka Secondary School of I-III grades.
From 2009 to 2016 he studied at the Novosil Music School. During these years, he took an active part
in all events, became a multiple winner, winner of district and regional competitions.
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Anastasia Mironenko
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Lanina Anastasia is a laureate of many all-Russian and international competitions such as: "Wind
Rose", "Amber Nightingale", "Delphic Games", "Folk Music Festival" and many others. She was a
member of the Children's Choir of Russia, performed at the closing ceremony of the Winter
Olympics 2014. Pupil of the Moscow State Institute of Music named after A.G. Schnittke
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Aruzhan studied at a music school from the age of 6. Then, at the age of 13, she entered a specialized
school for gifted children. From the age of 15 she studies at a college at the Kazakh National
University of Arts. She plays the piano, guitar and sing.
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Lhareen Lazo, Soprano
Lhareen is a young and budding soprano from the Philippines. Her Montessori education played a
fundamental role in revealing her passion for music and enriching her musical experiences through
her active participation in student performing organizations.
She has performed as a soloist in various performances during her high school years as an active
member of the OBMC-LP High School Glee Club and her first college performance, with the UP
Voice and Music Theater Guild (UPVMTG). Prior to entering university, Lhareen received vocal
pedagogy from the Filipino baritone, Noel Azcona and Filipina soprano, Nicole Pugeda.
Currently, Lhareen is pursuing a degree in vocal performance in the University of the Philippines,
College of Music. She is now a junior voice student under the tutelage of Professor Katherine Molina,
the only Certified McClosky Voice Technician (CMVT) in the Philippines as of date.
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Ian Ranasinghe is a singer, choral conductor and pianist based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. He completed
his education at Lyceum International School, Nugegoda, Sri Lanka and having been choir leader
whilst being in school-on leaving school, he was called upon to train the choir and now is currently
the choir director.
The school choir emerged as three-time winners at the Inter-International Choir Competitions held
in Sri Lanka, provisional and national choir competition winners under his training and guidance.
The same choir received a silver diploma and a gold diploma from INTERKULTUR at the Asia Pacific
Choir Games and Sing and pray, Kobe choir festivals respectively- at same competition held in Japan
he received the award for being the most outstanding conductor and a scholarship for a music
workshop in Germany.
He is currently pursuing his higher training in vocal studies under the guidance of Mrs.Soundarie
David Rodgrio from Sri Lanka and Mr.Chi Hoe Mak from Malaysia.
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Shenuk Wijesinghe (Baritone) from Lyceum International School has been a student of the Soul
Sounds Academy since the age of 8. Whilst being a high scorer for ABRSM and passed grade 8 in
Singing with a distinction. Currently preparing for the ARSM performers under Soundarie David
Rodrigo & Chi Hoe Mak (Malaysia). He has also performed at the Young Musicians at the Wendt
Concert 2021. Furthermore, has completed Grade 8 -Piano from the Trinity College of London
mentored by Ms. Shirani Weerakkody. Currently studying for the ATCL in Speech and Drama
under Tamara Holsinger. And an undergraduate at APIIT reading for BSc (Hons) in International
Business Management.
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Zurab Avagumashvili (baritone) is a second-year student of the vocal faculty, Tbilisi State
Conservatory. Takes an active part in academic, demonstration and class concerts, in sketchy
performances of the opera studios, the Tbilisi State Conservatory.
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Alexandra Yurievna Bozhko. 21 years old.
She is born in a small restricted-access town of Lesnoy in the Urals in the Sverdlovsk region. From the age
of 6 she studied music at a music school, where she received an excellent education in two specialties:
piano and vocals. She has been studying at the music school for 11 years. During the years of study, she
took part in various competitions as part of the vocal ensemble "Impromptu", the choir "Harmony" and
also solo. She was a laureate of the 1st degree of the international competition "Silver Tuning Fork" (St.
Petersburg 2016), the competition of young vocalists of the academic genre "Spring Voices" (Kirovgrad
2016). After leaving school, she moved to the city of Yekaterinburg and entered the “Sverdlovsk musical
school named after P.I. Tchaikovsky "with a degree in Vocal Art. Over the years of study at the school, she
also took part in competitions: Laureate of the 1st degree of the Open regional vocal competition
"Christmas Voices" (2019), Laureate of the 2nd degree of the Open regional competition "Our hopes"
(2018), laureate of the 3rd degree of the Regional competition of general, specialized piano and the
piano ensemble "Consonance 2018". She took part in the concert activities of the school. In 2021 she
graduated with honors from the Sverdlovsk Musical College named after PI Tchaikovsky and entered the
Russian State Specialized Academy of Arts in Moscow for the degree in Musical and Theater Arts.
”I've been doing music all my life and for me it's not just a job, but a business that inspires me, makes me
stronger, develops and enriches me. It was the music that helped me become one. Who I am now. My
creative path is just beginning, and I do not want to leave it!”
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Justyna Bujak – polish soprano.
She graduated with honours from the Karol Szymanowski Academy of Music in Katowice.
Justyna is a laureate of more than 10 prizes at international competitions such as:
Jan Kiepura International Vocal Competition in Krynica- Zdrój, ARS ET GLORIA International
Sacred Solo Vocalist Competition, Imrich Godin International Vocal Competition IUVENTUS CANTI,
International Vocal Competition Golden Voices.
The artist takes part in many concerts throughout Poland and abroad with orchestras and
in chamber music concerts accompanied by excellent pianists.
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Cao HanWen is a second year student at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Ukraine, the city of Kiev. He
came to from China specifically to study in Ukraine. His teacher Borko Igor Nikolaevich Ukrainian Opera
singer People's Artist of Ukraine, laureate of international competitions, soloist of the National Opera.
Hanwen also took part in many concerts and music meetings. Laureate of the international competition
"THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL VIDEO COMPETITION" 21ST CENTURY ART "
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Born in Würzburg Mezzo-soprano and pianist began her musical education at the age of 7. Dominika Kościelniak
was studying opera singing at the Stanislaw Moniuszko Academy of Music in Gdańsk under the supervision of
prof. Dariusz Paradowski. At the same time, she was studying piano under the supervision of prof. Bogdan
Czapiewski. In 2014, singer studied at the Musikhochschule Lübeck as an Erasmus student . She has developed
her singing skills in prof. Christiane Hampe’s class. In addition, she has perfected her accompanying skills in Karol
Theill and Inge Susann Römhild’s classes. Currently she studies singing at the Music High School “Hanns Eisler” in
Berlin under the supervision of Stephan Rügamer and develops her piano playing skills under the guidance of
Georg Sava. Dominika Kościelniak has worked with many renowned conductors such as Robin Ticciati, Jakub
Hrůša, Donald Runnicles, Jeremy Bines, Justin Doyle, Ivo Hentschel, Patrick Davin, Benjamin Goodson. She has
performed as a soloist in many concert halls, i.a. Deutsche Oper Tischlerei, Berliner Philharmonie Warsaw
Philharmonic, Polish Baltic Philharmonic or Polish Chamber Philharmonic Sopot.
In 2017, Dominika Kościelniak was a scholarship holder of the Rundfunkchor Berlin. In the season 2017/2018, she
established the cooperation with the Deutsche Oper Extra Chorus, in the season 2018/2019 with the Komische
Oper Extra Chorus and in the season 2020/2021 with the RIAS Kammerchor. In the Warsaw Chamber Opera,
Dominika Kościelniak made her debut in the 2018/2019 season in the role of the Second Lady in the opera “The
Magic Flute” directed by Giovanni Castellanos and Barbarina in the opera “The Marriage of Figaro” directed by
Grzegorz Chrapkiewicz. In the 2019/2020 season, Dominika Kościelniak made her debut as Bianca in B. Britten’s
opera “Rape of Lucrezia” with the Deutsche Symphonie Orchester and performed the role of Barbarina in the
opera “The Marriage of Figaro” during the Tourneé in Japan.
Dominika received a Special Award for the best performance of W. A. Mozart’s aria at the 5th Vocal Competition in
Drezdenko, the first Prize at the King’s Peak International Music Competition and she was the Finalist at the Maria
Labia Singing Competition (however the final round was cancelled due to Covid-19 pandemic).
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He Mu is a 3rd year student of the Tchaikovsky Conservatory. He came from China specifically to study in
Ukraine. His teacher is Borko Igor Nikolaevich, a Ukrainian Opera singer, People's Artist of Ukraine,
laureate of international competitions, soloist of the National Opera. Hе also took part in many concerts
and music meetings. Laureate of the international competition "THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL VIDEO
COMPETITION" 21ST CENTURY ART "
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My name is Aleksandra Iarikova. I was born on 14.10.1997 in Lipetsk and moved to Saint-Petersburg
when I was13 years old. I graduated choral department of Andrey Petrov music school in 2014. I
graduated Irina Bogacheva school of vocal art in 2019 and entered to Saint-Petersburg Conservatory
named after N.A. Rimsky-Korsakov in the same year. Now I’m third-year student. In recent years, I have
been actively performing at various venues in Saint-Petersburg and taking part in opera productions of
the Conservatory.
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Simona Skrebutenaite was born in 1999 in Vilnius, Lithuania. She graduated musical school and high
school with honors. Now she's a student at the Feliks Nowowiejski Academy of Music in Bydgoszcz,
Poland. During her first steps she was a three-time laureate in the National Lithuanian Singing Contest
called "Dainų dainelė" in 2012, 2014 and 2016. She also had an opportunity to sing at the Lithuanian
National Opera and Ballet Theatre. She is also a first prize winner at the Vocal Contest for Young Singers
in Talsi (Latvia), 3rd place winner at the VI edition of the Elena Obraztsova contest for young perfomers
in Saint-Petersburg (Russia), 2nd place holder at the National Polish Vocal Contest in the name of
Z. Noskowski in Brzesko and 2nd place holder in S. Moniuszko lieder contest as well as Slavic Lied
contest in Bydgoszcz.
She also had an opportunity to perform as Anitra in the Lithuanian rock opera "Peer Gynt" inspired by
E. Grieg, the authors of the rock opera are K. Antanelis and A. Navakas.
In year 2021 she also had her debut in Polish opera by J. Stefani "Krakowiacy i Górale" as Dorota. She's
currently a student at the Academy.
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Valeri Robanishvili (baritone) is a third year student of the vocal faculty, Tbilisi State Conservatory.
Graduated with the Bachelor's Degree from Choral Conducting Faculty, Tbilisi Theater University
named after Sh. Rustaveli. Takes an active part in academic, demonstration and class concerts, in
sketchy performances of the opera studios, the Tbilisi State Conservatory.
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My name is Grzegorz Smyk, I'm a vocalist from Poland.
Most of my artistic career was related to other industries, mainly writing and designing video games. In
2017, I graduated with a master's degree in voice studies from the Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in
Wrocław, in the singing class of Professor Dr Hab. Tadeusz Pszonka.
The opera parts I performed during my studies were: Il Commendatore from "Don Giovanni" and
Doctor Bartolo from "The Marriage of Figaro" by Wolfgang A. Mozart, Count Robinson from "The Secret
Marriage" by Domenico Cimarosa, Bellona from "Les Indes galantes" by Jean-Philippe Rameau, and
Bruneder from "The House of Three Girls" based on works by Franz Schubert.
So far I have participated in two vocal competitions. The 5th Zdzisław Skwara National Vocal
Competition in 2016 in the city of Mława with the finals at the Feliks Nowowiejski Philharmonic Hall in
Olsztyn and the 36th Hans Gabor International Belvedere Vocal Competition in 2017 with the finals at
the Helikon Opera in Moscow. I took third place in the first one with the aria "La Calunnia" from
Gioacchino Rossini's "The Barber of Seville." In the second one, I performed in the first stage of the finals
in Moscow with Procida's aria "O tu, Palermo" from Giuseppe Verdi's "Sicilian Vespers."
After graduation, I took part in many concerts, performing arias and songs by P. Tchaikovsky, S.
Moniuszko, G. Verdi and other Romantic composers, as a member of several professional and
semi-professional groups of opera lovers in Warsaw. My repertoire is predominantly Romantic works,
which I would like to improve and refine in the future. I have also written a couple of short plays.
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My name is Paulina Rogóż-Migacz and I am from Poland.
I was born in Krynica-Zdrój, a small town on the south of Poland.
I started my musical education at 5 and now from the perspective of time im really happy
that it happened.
Since 2010 to 2014 I studied in second-level Music School in Nowy Sącz.
Currently, I am studying on the vocal faculty at the Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in
Wrocław.
In previous years I took part in many vocal competitions in Poland, and I’m very happy
that now, I can try myself at the international level.
I also give concerts in many Polish cities, incl. Krakow, Olsztyn, Nowy Sącz, Krynica- Zdrój
and many others.
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Justyna Jabłonowska – Soprano
I am a graduate of the Vocal and Acting Department in Karol Lipiński Academy of Music in Wrocław.
I graduated from professor Dr hab. Tadeusz Pszonka’s class. My vocal skills were improved while
participation in many master courses, conducted by Doreen deFeis, James Hooper, Helena Łazarska,
Jadwiga Romańska, Stefania Toczyska, Eugeniusz Sąsiadek. My acting skills were improved with actors:
Dariusz Szymaniak, Magdalena Boć, Marta Jankowska, Piotr Jankowski.
I am actively participating in numerous musical initiatives and cultural events. I am involved in many
Academy’s musical projects - in 2013 „The Armed Man – A Mass for Peace”– K.Jenkins / St John’s Centre
in Gdańsk and „Sister Angelica” – G. Puccini/St John’s Centre in Gdańsk. In 2015 – "Mass In F" – J.M.
Poniatowski – recording for Acte Prealable with a vocal team from Academy of Music in Gdańsk and
“Belshazzar” – G. F. Haendel – polish premier of oratorio in Lublin ( as Nitocris). In 2016 “Don Giovanni”
W. A. Mozart - Academy of Music in Wrocław (as Zerlina). In 2016 I sang in the Feliks Nowowiejski
Warmia - Mazuria’s Philharmonic in Olsztyn and I received the IV award in the V National Singing
Competition Mława – Olsztyn. In 2017 “The marriage of Figaro” W.A. Mozart (as Countess Rosina
Almaviva) in the Academy of Music in Wrocław and „Il matrimonio segreto” (as Elisetta) in the Academy
of Music in Kraków.
I started cooperation with the Baltic Opera in Gdańsk and the Forte Music Theater in Wrocław. In 2018
„Orpheus in the Underworld” J. Offenbach (as Cupido) in the Baltic Opera in Gdańsk. In 2019 „The Snow
Queen” G. Kaczmarek (as The Snow Queen) in the Opera Nova in Bydgoszcz and „Cylia” G.Kaczmarek (as
Amirra) in The Cortique Theater in Poznań.
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Zurabi Kobiashvili (baritone) is a third-year student of the vocal faculty, Tbilisi State Conservatory.
He takes an active part in academic, demonstration and class concerts, in sketchy performances of
the opera studios, the Tbilisi State Conservatory.
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Brief of the creative life
Michał Stypułkowski (bass-baritone) fifth-year student at the vocal
department at the Karol Lipiński in Wrocław. He took part in the
performance of the opera "L'Enfant et les sortilèges" by Maurice Ravel
as a chorister. He played the role of a servant in Stanisław Moniuszko's
operetta "Ideał, czyli nowa Precjoza". In the opera "Zamek na
Czorsztynie" by Karol Kurpiński he played the character of Nikita. The
winner of the award in the 9th National Vocal Competition named after
Zdisława Skwara in Mława.
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Khuzina Albina lives in Petrozavodsk, Russian Federation. She completed a full course of education in
choral conducting and solo vocal. From the year of 2006, she has been working at a college of music on
the choral department. And from the year of 2013 works at the State conservatory of Petrozavodsk on
the vocal department. In 2005 has created a female choir. She leads a rich creative life as a choir
conductor and singer. She tours with concerts in Karelia, Russia, and Finland.
Since 2016, he has been actively participating in the Russian-Finnish cultural forum. There were trips
with concerts to such cities as: Haapavesi, Kokkola, Nivala, Kalajoki, Raahe, Pyhäjärvi, Hamina, Forssa.
Albina also conducts master classes for choirmasters and vocalists. Albina is always in search of new
creative connections and is glad to meet new people in the choral and vocal spheres!
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I was born on September 7th, 1994 in a small town. In my family nobody has musical education, but
Georgian national music is one of the main things in my family, so music is the part of my life.
Before I turned 25 years old, music was just a hobby for me. I graduated from the faculty of ecology, but
at the end I realized that this wasn't the job which I would like to do for the whole of my life. Because of
this, I decided to turn my hobby into the profession. I did everything to enter Tbilisi State Conservatory.
At the moment I am on the first year of my studies.
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I am a student of the Academy of Music in Karol Lipiński’s name in a vocal class. I have
graduated from the 2nd degree music school also in vocal class. I have experience in solo
singing but also singing in a choir or little team. Apart from music, I also deal with
chemistry. I have graduated from Silesian University of Technology and I work in a
laboratory at present. For me music and science have a lot in common. My interested are
very wide and generally I like studying. My free time I spend playing volleyball or table
tennis.
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Wan Zhanqi came to the Ukraine two years ago and is studying to be a vocalist in the city
of Kiev at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory, his teacher is the National Singer of Ukraine
Borko Igor Nikolaevich. Back in China, Wang Zhangqi will be a music teacher.
In May 2021 he took part in the inter-country competition of the festival, in which he
won first place.
In 2016 he took part in a Chinese vocal competition in which he took silver.
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I started as a pianist in childhood and finished a music school. As a teenager, I was composing
music for my friends, poems, and was singing in a high school band. I liked singing very much
and finished classical vocals in J. Gruodzio conservatoire back in 1999 (in Kaunas).
In 2020, I graduated as a choir conductor in Lithuanian Music and theatre academy (in Vilnius).
For the last 25 years of my life, I sing and play piano in local church. For the last 4 months, I work
as singing and piano teacher at a music school.
In August 2021, at the Silk way named after Sergey Prokofiev competition, at the grand finals,
I got Diploma 2th prize for classical vocals.
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Jagoda Leśniak - mezzosoprano, born on May 6, 1993. She graduated from Karol Lipiński
Academy of Music in Wroclaw at Tadeusz Pszonka’s class (12.2020). Together with her husband,
she currently leads and develops the private school of music in Wroclaw “Akademia Dźwięku
Legato”.
She was participating in numerous opera projects: “The Magic Flute”, “Loteria na Mężów”, “La
Canterina”, “Il Matrimonio Segreto”, “L'Enfant et les sortilèges”. Performed in Wrocław Opera
House too: “Carmen”, “Parsifal” (in choir). Actively participating in national and international
competitions and masterclasses. She spends her free time on reading and develops her skills as
psychologist and psychotherapist.
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Iva Meena Khuang is a soprano, currently a 4th-year college student majoring in Classical Voice
Performance in Pelita Harapan University under a renowned vocalist, Binu Sukaman. At the age
of 4, she started singing in her church's choir and has continued singing ever since.
She began her classical voice lesson at age 17 under the guidance of Renata Lim, and as a high
school senior, Iva decided to pursue her career in music. In striving to become the best
musician, Iva has also been taking a piano lesson with Harimada Kusuma. With the support and
guidance of her mentors, she was able to accomplish her junior recital on April 22, 2021.
Aside from her studies, Iva is a vocal teacher to young musicians. During her free time, she
enjoys making covers on youtube to share her love for music.
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Hello
I'm Kamila Kusio. I am 30 years old. I live in Poland, where I graduated from secondary music
school. I have been learning to sing for 5 years. I sing at occasional concerts.
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